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Les Fleurs du Malt le Bar 

"Around the World in 224 Beers"

Les Fleurs du Malt le Bar located on Quai Romain Rolland boasts of a

whopping collection of nearly 224 bottled beers, and around 16 beer

varieties on tap that change each day. The brews make their way from

around the world, with classic Belgian, Dutch, German and regional

French beers gracing the cellars of this pub. The atmosphere is jovial and

carefree, with live music and happy hours. Come here for a leisurely

evening with friends, after a day of exploring the city.

 +33 4 7265 6416  lesfleursdumaltlebar.fr/  contact@lesfleursdumaltle

bar.fr

 15 Quai Romain Rolland,

Lyon
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Le Wallace Bar 

"Beer & Sports Pub"

Beer, whiskey, and great pub food! What's not to like? Choose from a

large selection of whiskey, various draft beers, guest taps, and specialty

bottled beers. Wallace Bar offers great pub entertainment with regular live

music, theme nights, and even quiz nights. Looking to catch a rugby or

football game? Rest assured that Wallace Bar will be showing the games

on one of the big screen televisions. If you're looking for some fresh air,

step out into the heated terrace then go back in for more fun and drinks!

 +33 4 7200 2391  www.wallacebarlyon.com/  wallacelyon@wanadoo.fr  2 Rue Octavio Mey, Lyon
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Péniche Le Sirius 

"Dancing till Late"

Le Sirius is a floating bar and concert venue facing the Quai Victor

Augagneur on the left bank of the Rhône. An interesting invitation to step

off solid land for the evening and dance the night away. The décor inside

the boat uses wood and metal to subtly remind patrons of their nautical

location, and the bar complements the theme: with most cocktails made

with rum. A constant schedule of renowned DJ and live concerts, often

free of charge, brings a diverse crowd on deck. Concerts usually begin at

late in the evening and DJs begin mixing early at night.

 +33 4 7871 7871  www.lesirius.com/  bar@lesirius.com  4 Quai Augagneur, Lyon
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Johnny's Kitchen 

"A Load of Irish Fun"

Located in the bustling neighborhood of Old Lyon, Johnny's Kitchen dons

many hats as it juggles between being an exceptional Irish pub, and a

phenomenal burger restaurant. This thriving pub on rue Saint-Georges

features an upbeat Irish vibe, replete with live concerts and Sunday sports

nights. Irish beers are available on craft, alongside shooters, juicy burgers

and creative tapas dishes. The revelry continues until the wee hours of the

night, so don't hold yourself back and give in to the fun.
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 +33 4 7837 9413  www.johnnyskitchen.fr/  contact@johnnyskitchen.fr  48 Rue Saint-Georges, Saint-

Georges, Lyon
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Paddy's Corner 

"A Taste of Ireland"

Inspired by the bars in Dublin and Galway, Paddy's Pub in Lyon is a great

place to enjoy a pint of beer with your friends. Paddy's Pub has an outdoor

terrace, a library area where you can sip on your drink while you read, and

a dart area where you can play. Of course, for those wanting to watching

the latest sporting event, Paddy's Pub will most likely be showing it. Don't

forget to join in on the traditional pub quiz night as well as their once a

week concerts!

 +33 9 5211 2176  www.paddyscorner.com/  contact@paddyscorner.co

m

 4 Rue de la Terrasse, Lyon
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